
Im ꋷ7
Takethe bidoublet

I =(y) (13
/

with

9 =(?) 7

(2)

and

9 =irg* =i)-i)(3)

-(20)(i) (3)

=(9
Thus, explicitform of I is

I =((94*S (n)



ꋷ7
(i) Take (u) & find its hermition

conjugate It

I
t
=(, -) (5)

From (4), 15) we get

Tr1) =Tr)? )(1
(6)

=2(19% +19+4

Atthesame time

9+9 =19%+19+12 (7)

I

therefore

Tr(,
+

q) =
2
9+9 ⑥

(8)

(ii) we can write (8) in term of components

say fi,i=1,...,4.



ꋽ7
Then

Tr(I+E) =Ef* -> 509) symmetry. (9)

sinceSOCU) = SUCI),XSUI,we have

I +I=u,Ivet (10)

Let's check that, indeed, the trace

is invariantwrt(D0):
1
1/

ir (+) 3 TrIGGY=TrCrIt,,qU
&

=

N(q) (11)
=I L
cyclic
property.

(iii) det1- detI=detv,qUt

-detV, detEdett

- det (12)



(iv) we have atour disposal the
ꋷ7

following inveriants:

i (949), detE, detIt, Tr(qq)
his of defI

④HER defE I Tr(EE) are

notindependent:

det=det(*) = 1401219+2
(13)

=((5
+

E)
conclusion:we don'tneed to include

det I, detftin the
potential.

* Whatabouttr (8+ITI)?
certainly itis invariant. BUT,
we can explicitly see that

i(+9+I) =2(19% +19+12)2
=dT( (14)



thus, themostgeneral potential reads
t

V(I) =m2Tr(I+q) +6 Tr(E+E)2. (15)

-

Problem-

Take now

&
=19,92) [I]

3

with

ei =(t),i =e,2, 1)
I as before

i =in9* =((94).ss
therefore

I =(()* ateI I

(u)

and



I
+=0).I

(i) From (a) 8975), we get

T (8+) =1991+ 1911 +1921+192(6)
I

which ismanifestly in-invariant.

(ii)as before, let's write in term of

components the above fi, i =1, ...,8.
It become clear that

Tr19+) =fi (7)
/

i =1

meaning thatitis 5018) - Invariant.

(iii)" move the following possibilities:

Nr(G+E), N19+II),det, detIt

Let's check what we get:
& Tr19++I)fi (+E)2 (8)

/

actually italso depends on det1.



ꋷ7
Then,

V(I) =m, TrE+E) +m2(detG+h.c.)
(a)

+b, TI) +deN ItE(detEth. e

(v) Define

I =ir* in I

((0)

Then

I =(-1)(x)*(-2)
- 1-(e)(-

(II)

=((-)=5i)
(12)

0(i) +

++E=(14912
+19+19/2+/92 S-
O

manifestly invenientunder SUS2)XSOC).



6)7
(vii) Tr(GE)= -2(92(9)* +9(9)*)(13)

comparing with

be +qt=9(9)* + 9(9)* (14)
I

we obtain

N (GE)=-2dett. (i5)

(viii) We have

+),
TrEtfth.c., .

Take

v =-E(9+9n)) +(9 +9) +92,)
M, d, d'70.

The extreme of E are determined by

la/arran =8
&

(2)

&R = [9R)



Explicitly, from (2) weget:
(9)- +xxq7 +b'<9n72) = 0,(3)

(9R7(-2 +1 <4R>2 +b'[474 =0 .(4)

from (3)$(a), we immediately see
the saddles of (1):

(i) (47 =0, <4R7
=0 (5)

I

(ii)<427
=

0
S
<qu =to C

(6)

(iii)CPLTE, (9R7 =0
,
(7)

(iv) <4<Pp)*= 70 (8)
b +b

whether (i)-(iv) correspond tominima
or maxima is found by Inspecting the
mass matrix (2* derratives of 5)
= -2+3x29,4644072259271427

29;9; I C
2 x '<427 <9R) - 3x<9R7*d'1955

(3)
evaluated on (i) -(irs.



(i) take (s @ plug into (9):
ꋺ7

&zV
- (i) = -nz)i) so,10I
29;29;

meaning thatthis is maximum

(ii) Take (6)4 peng into (9):

IV (ii) =me/i),)29:09;

meaning that(ii) isa minimu

for

↓' >d ·
(12)

(iii) same as (ii), obviously.

(iv) Take 18) plug into (9):

ar(in)= (5). iss24;29;
the eigenratus are

mieu, m= s, an



so requiring mico, me, weget
↓ > 6

,
(15)

for (iv) tobe a minimum.

⑧whathappen for b=d?

v = -(9+4) +(9+9" +2a9r)

=

-(9+9) +(4+4)2.1163

= - x
+x +dx+x)e WC1)

with
/ symmetry.

X =9+i4m
.

(17)

-
1 up todimensionfoar, there are
the following invariants:



ꋺ7
(a) Tr(e+s) >

(1)

(b) Tr (s+s) ,(z)

(C) irs)in[e+2 -135

(d) Tr(1 +1 1 +1) · (u)

(why do Inotinclude dets, detst?)

So, (a) is notindependent:

Tristats) =++e) - 192)tr18+2et
Therefore

V ==2Tr(s+s) + b, TrYste) +beTrsTrs+.(6)

② Take

1 =1, +iz, (7)

with

·1,z
=Hermitian, ie. 15 =1; (8)

Now 1- USUt=W1, wt+iVseWt.(9)



Choose U such that I, becomes &
diagenorl a real, i.e.

I I
(10)1, = 1 a =

a,a iR

and rs=(1) ②

(11)

Thus,

I =(8
-

) +insert. (12)

Since or diagonalized A, it
cannotdiagonalize At:

1 =(
-

) +i(rini sesCa
with b, r, 6 IR. Since, however,
1, x s, ma can rotate bott

term by

U =(2i*eir) 3 yu)



which will only affectthe 2nd
term:

I =(S +: (Leica-eresa iss
meaning that for 0 =Y, we have

I =(=
=

a) +i( -
5). 46)

③ Let's take a from (16)

1 =1 i in 3,117)
with

z =a+ib · (18)

Blug (17) into the potential:

V=- 22((z1+r2) +4b,((z)+r2)2

+ 462(z2v2)(242- x2) a(8)



For 6270, we find
7

z =W (19)
7

meaning that

1 =v(? -i) ·
(20)

④ The matrix is very easy to find

by taking

v =(
- 5*a*) 7

(21)

and plugging into

v(s)v+ ·(22)

⑤a =5 +B= · (217

Them,

a(20) =E(-3,[(r, -ic))+(20)
(22)

-w(in -n +(i)) =0.



⑥ Starting from
ꋺ17

Dr[17
= -igEs(1)-igA [Tp,3], (29)

we easily find

Tr(Dr(1styr KA>) =gE WpWp-
(zu)

#(92792)U2Zp,
with

=19A -55). (25)
M

Introducing

sincp=g,cosOp=- ,(26)

t

eg. (25) yields

ZP =cosOpA-since B. (27)
2

MER⑦- =a9 =3(1 +7). (28)2

MWR

Since



gz =grtgz (29) 7

we get

g2
=

1
- 1 =1 - 1(50)

- 7

q2 g12 tandw

meaning that
2

mr
=Etanow &

(317

mi

⑧ Take ice, meaning that

(1) =(=4)=irn, (32)

Hu

[4,1)] =8 .

(33)




